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1. INTRODUCTION
Thanks for choosing our product. The WP-BMSS Pro - Battery 

Monitor Smart Shunt Pro completes your WhisperPower energy 

supply system by providing full details about the state your battery 

or battery bank. Actual data is derived from Ampere-hour counting 

inside the device, where current flow information is measured on 

an external shunt. In this way, a ‘smart shunt’ is created, and the 

abbreviation BMSS refers to that: Battery Monitor Smart Shunt 

Pro.

Besides State-of-Charge, all other important parameters can be

made visible on a choice of WhisperTouch panels.

All information is communicated via WhisperConnect, thereby 

integrating this product into a range of battery chargers, generator 

sets and inverters from WhisperPower.

Besides a WhisperTouch panel, the WP-BMSS Pro requires an 

external current shunt in the negative battery connection wire; all 

commonly used types of shunts can be configured for the product.

The product therefore is one modular part in a structure compris-

ing of shunt, display and communication ports as complementing 

modules.

Special effort has been made to minimize power consumption of

the device, so that it can permanently monitor the connected bat-

teries, thus representing true historical characteristics.

Two independent relay contacts are provided that are fully pro-

grammable and available for use even when the main system is 

powered off.

Applicability of this manual
This manual contains important instructions for safe and effective 

installation, operation, maintenance and, if necessary, trouble-

shooting of the WP-BMSS Pro.

It is therefore obligatory that every person who works on or with 

the WP-BMSS Pro is completely familiar with the contents of this 

manual, and that he/she carefully follows the instructions and 

important safety instructions contained herein.

Use of pictograms
Throughout this manual, safety instructions and warnings are 

marked by pictograms.

IMPORTANT!
Throughout this manual, the following alert symbol is used

to indicate potential hazard:

WARNING
A WARNING refers to possible injury to the user or 

significant material damage to the WP-BMSS Pro if 

the user does not (carefully) follow the procedures.

CAUTION!
Special data, restrictions and rules with regard to 

preventing damage. A procedure, circumstance, etc. 

which deserves extra attention. 

IDENTIFICATION LABEL
The identification label is located at the back of the WP-BMSS Pro 

(see figure 1). Important technical information required for service, 

maintenance & secondary delivery of parts can be derived from 

the identification label.

6033 IDlabel 56 x 32 BMSS Pro
Name:

100% SILVER (RAL 9006)Colour label:

Colour printing:

B 56mm x H 32mmSize:

16- 02 - 2021Date:

Revision:

100% Black

Font Serial number =  Helvetica Neue LT Pro Light Condensed

Serial number: xxxxxxxx

Type: WP-BMSS PRO
Descrption: Battery Monitor Smart Shunt
Part no.  40290323

Figure 1: Identification label

CAUTION!
Never remove the identification label. 

LIABILITY
WhisperPower can accept no liability for consequential damage 

due to use of the WP-BMSS Pro, possible errors in the manuals 

and their results. Copyright© 2021 WhisperPower. All rights 

reserved. Reproduction, transfer, distribution or storage of part or 

all of the contents in this document in any form without the prior 

written permission of WhisperPower is prohibited.

WARNING REGARDING LIFE SUPPORT APPLICATIONS
This equipment is not sold for applications in any 

medical equipment intended for use as a component 

of any life support system unless a specific written 

agreement pertaining to such intended use is executed between 

the manufacturer and WhisperPower. Such agreement will require 

the equipment manufacturer either to contract additional reliability 

testing of the WP-BMSS Pro and/or to commit to undertake such 

testing as a part of the manufacturing process. In addition the 

manufacturer must agree to indemnify and not hold WhisperPower 

responsible for any claims arising from the use of the WP-BMSS 

Pro in the life support equipment.

GUARANTEE SPECIFICATIONS
WhisperPower guarantees that this equipment has been built 
according to the legally applicable standards and specifications. 
Should work take place, which is not in accordance with the 
guidelines, instructions and specifications contained in this user’s 
manual, then damage may occur and/or the unit may not fulfill its 
specifications. All of these matters may mean that the guarantee 
becomes invalid. The guarantee is limited to the costs of repair 
and/or replacement of the product. Costs for installation labour or 

shipping of the defective parts are not covered by this warranty.

 

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

READ AND SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS
- To ensure safe and sustainable operation of the WP-BMSS Pro, 

the handling and safety instructions detailed in this manual shall 

be followed at all times.

- To reduce the risk of electric shock – Do not expose WP-BMSS 

Pro to rain, snow, spray, moisture, excessive pollution and 

condensing circumstances. The WP-BMSS Pro was designed 

for dry and clean environments.

- Bear in mind that all applicable (safety) standards and (local) 

regulations shall be followed at all times.

- This product is mounted in the vicinity of batteries. Obey all 

warnings and safety instructions of your battery supplier when 

installing or working on the WP-BMSS Pro. Specifically, when 

connecting the shunt and battery voltage, obey to all installation 

rules for working with batteries.

2. OPERATION
CAUTION! 
Before operating the first time, the equipment must 

be installed properly (see next section) and correct 

settings must be made.

Once installed, the WP-BMSS Pro is permanently powered, so no 

switching on applies to the device. The device is designed so no 

interaction from the user is needed for it to keep functioning.

Real-time battery data and status can be viewed on a Whisper-

Touch panel. This panel connects to one or more WP-BMSS Pro 

and all other WhisperPower equipment in your system. This is 

implemented through the WhisperConnect connection bus for 

monitoring and control of all equipment in your system. On the 

WhisperTouch panel the WP-BMSS Pro can be configured. Please 

consult the user’s manual of your WhisperTouch panel for more 

information.

The status LEDs located on the WP-BMSS Pro will provide status 

information of the device. During normal operation the LED flashes 

shortly every second. When a warning, alarm or generator require 

is present the LED flashes long every second.

Alternatively the WP-BMSS Pro can be connected to a computer 

by an USB cable for installation, configuration and maintenance 

purposes. On the computer various advanced data, like historical 

data, can be read and the configuration of the WP-BMSS Pro can 

be set.

 

3. TROUBLESHOOTING
The table below lists possible failure conditions. 

PROBLEM POSSIBLE CAUSE SOLUTION

Status LED does not 
flash

WP-BMSS Pro not 
connected properly  
to active battery

Verify connections 
between battery  
and WP-BMSS Pro

No display on  
WhisperTouch panel

Display panel not 
powered or not 
properly connected

See WhisperTouch 
panel manual

WhisperTouch panel 
does not recognize 
WP-BMSS Pro

WP-BMSS Pro not 
powered Check status LED

WhisperConnect not 
properly connected

Verify connection of 
the WhisperConnect 
bus

WP-BMSS Pro not 
correctly configured 
on the WhisperTouch 
panel

See WhisperTouch 
panel manual

WhisperTouch panel 
displays incorrect 
values

WP-BMSS Pro not 
connected properly  
to active battery  
and shunt

Verify connections 
between battery,  
shunt and WP-BMSS 
Pro

WP-BMSS Pro is not 
properly configured

Verify configuration 
and adjust if 
necessary

WP-BMSS Pro has 
not yet synchronized

Apply a full charging 
sequence to the 
battery

4. INSTALLATION
General Remarks
Local and/or special regulations may apply depending on the type 

of installation involved. It is essential that each and every circuit in 

the electrical system is properly installed by a qualified electrician 

using all applicable standards.

Refer to the wiring diagram for details of electrical connections.

CAUTION! 
Risk of electric shock, personal injury, explo-
sion and/or equipment damage
-  Do not work on the WP-BMSS Pro or the electrical 

installation while it is still connected to a power 

source.

-  All electrical safety/shutdown and circuit breaking 

systems have to be installed separate from the 

WP-BMSS Pro.

Location
The WP-BMSS Pro is intended to be mounted in reasonable close 

vicinity to the shunt resistance that is wired in main the battery 

negative connection. However, it must be installed in a dry and 

clean place protected from strong vibrations.

The BMSS must be mounted so as to avoid any contact with acid 

from the battery, dust, rain, snow or liquids of any type.

List of Materials
The delivery includes the WP-BMSS Pro unit, a shunt resistor 

(default 1200A/ 50mV), a battery/ shunt connection cable and a 

battery temperature sensor.

Additional materials required:

• DIN rail (type O 35mm or type G) length of 135mm to 

mount the unit when DIN rail mounting is required.

• Small slotted screwdriver (3mm) for wire connections

• Battery cable of appropriate diameter with cable lugs

• Spanner and flat screwdriver for shunt connections

• WhisperTouch panel, mounted and provided with 

connection cabling

• Optional: wiring diagram and desired setting states for 

equipment connected to programmable relay contacts, with 

mounted peripherals and cables

- Full WhisperConnect CAN bus functionality

- Battery ‘fuel gauge’ for energy systems

- Human interface via WhisperTouch panel or optional 

remote ROM

- Connectivity by fully programmable alarm contacts

- Compatible to all types of batteries, including Li-Ion

- One product for 12V, 24V and 48V systems

- DIN-rail or wall mountable

- Best choice to complete your energy system

USERS/INSTALLATION 
MANUAL

WhisperPower Battery Monitor 
Smart Shunt Pro Professional

WP-BMSS PRO

Accessory for WP  
professional equipment
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Battery Monitor Smart Shunt Pro



STEP 1: Mounting the unit
- Determine a proper location

- When wall mounting the WP-BMSS Pro, remove the orange 

DIN rail clip at the back of the enclosure. Replace it with two 

orange wall mounting clips, one on the bottom and one on 

the top of the enclosure.

- Install the WP-BMSS Pro, either by using screws or with the 

use of a DIN rail.

 STEP 2: Connecting the battery cable
CAUTION! 
Before making any connections, ensure DC power 

is disconnected. Make sure all DC consumers and 

battery chargers are switched off and that the main 

battery fuse (in battery positive) is taken out.  

WARNING: Wrong or improper connections may 

cause damage to your batteries, the WP-BMSS Pro 

or any other equipment connected to the system. 

Wrong installation is not covered by guarantee.

-  Using a correct size and length of battery cable (not provided), 

connect the shunt in series with the negative battery con-

nection. Use insulated spanner of the correct size to ensure 

electrical safety. Make sure that both main connections to the 

shunt are tightened to the correct torque. 

-  Making use of the provided cable set, connect 4 wires 

(WP-BMSS Pro power, voltage- and current sense) at both 

sides per wiring diagram. Install the wire fuses in the positive 

cables.

-  For the most optimal performance the cable between the 

WP-BMSS Pro and the current measurement shunt should be 

as short as reasonable possible. The provided cable set could 

be shortened to achieve this.

STEP 3: Optional Alarm connections
 If alarm output are to be used in the system, they need to be 

configured including desired opening or closing of contacts. 

Two individually programmable relay contacts are clearly la-

beled. Use wires with ferrules for connection to digital inputs 

of peripheral equipment.

STEP 4: Battery temperature sensor cable
 If the WP-BMSS Pro is located in a position that does not 

necessarily reflect the real battery temperature, it is advised 

to place the provided sensor on the housing of the battery. 

Before sticking the temperature sensor, clean the location on 

the battery with an alcoholic detergent and a cloth.

 Connect the battery sensor cable to the connector labeled 

BTS and bundle the access of cable.

STEP 5: Connection to the WhisperTouch panel
 An essential installation step is to connect the WP-BMSS 

Pro to a WhisperTouch panel. This is simply done by 

integrating the WP-BMSS Pro into the WhisperConnect 

bus. Interrupt the WhisperConnect bus on the system at 

any convenient location, and connect this bus to the two 

connectors on the print. If the WP-BMSS Pro is at one end 

of the WhisperConnect bus, use the second connection for 

a terminator resistor. Refer to section WhisperConnect for 

more information on this bus system. 
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6. WARRANTY TERMS AND CONDITIONS
WhisperPower guarantees that the equipment has been built 

according to the legally applicable standards and specifica-

tions. WhisperPower assures the product warranty of the 

Power Module for Genverter during two years after purchase, 

on the condition that all instructions and warnings given in 

this manual are taken into account during installation and 

operation.

The warranty is limited to the costs of repair and/or replace-

ment of the product by WhisperPower only. Costs for instal-

lation labor or shipping of the defective parts are not covered 

by this warranty.

7. CE MANUFACTURER’S DECLARATION
We, WhisperPower BV, Kelvinlaan 82, 9207 JB Drachten, 

Netherlands, hereby declare that:

Product: 40290323,WhisperPower BMSS PRO

Is in conformity with the following provisions of the EC:

2004/108/EC (EMC Directive), the following harmonized 

standards having been applied:

- EN 55022:2010 (Information technology equipment - 

 Radio disturbance characteristics - Limits and methods of 

measurement)

- EN 61000-3-2:2006 (Electromagnetic compatibility [EMC] 

Part 3-2: Limits - Limits for harmonic current emissions)

- EN 61000-6-1: 2007 (Electromagnetic compatibility 

[EMC],  Generic standards. Immunity for residential, com-

mercial and light-industrial environments)

- EN 61000-6-2: 2007 (Electromagnetic compatibility [EMC]

 Part 6-2: Generic standards - Immunity for industrial 

 environments)

-  EN 60945:2002 (Maritime navigation and radiocommuni-

cation equipment and systems)  

2006/95/EC (Low Voltage Directive), the following harmo-

nized standard having been applied:

- EN 60950: 2000 (Safety of information technology equip-

ment)

Drachten,
M. Favot, C.T.O. WhisperPower B.V.

Bottom view WP-BMSS Pro Side view WP-BMSS ProSide view Smart Shunt Pro

SPECIFICATIONS

Power supply voltage 6-60V DC

Current draw (standby) <9mA @ 12V

Operating temperature -20°C to + 60°C

Voltage measurement range 6-60V DC

Battery capacity 20-9999Ah

Shunt compatibility 50-1000A, 50-60mV

Voltage resolution +-0.001V

Current resolution +-0.1A

Amp hour resolution +-0.1Ah

Time remaining resolution 0-480 hours, +- 1 min

Temperature resolution +-1°C

Voltage measurement accuracy 0.3%

Current measurement accuracy 0.4%

Temperature accuracy +-2°C

State of charge accuracy +-1% of battery capacity

Local user interface Status LED, ROM

External communication WhisperConnect (CAN bus)  
-WP temp sensor - USB

Multipurpose contact 2 nc/no potential free contacts

Operation temperature -20°C to +40°C

ALARM CONTACTS

Voltage 24V

Current 1A

Measurement shunt included 1200A, 50mV

WEIGHT AND DIMENSIONS

Weight <0.5 kg

Dimensions (h × w × d) 75 × 90 × 50 mm

Storage temperature

-40..80 °C

Relative humidity in operation/

storage up to 95% non-condensing

Battery positive ‘MAIN’ 
(to load e.g. charger or 

inverter)

Battery negative
(system ground)

Shunt

Main battery

Fuse 1A

I+

I-

Smart  Bat ter y  Moni tor

WP-BMSS
Art. Nr. 40290323

PRO

 

SETTING RANGE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION
WhisperConnect Node ID 10-1F (hex) 10 (hex)

WhisperConnect transmit period 0/50-600000ms 1000ms The time between timed messages

WhisperConnect additional data 0-1 0 0: No additional data is send. 1: Additional data is send

Nickname Max 16 
characters “WP-BMSS Pro”

Rated shunt current 1-10000A 1200A

Rated shunt voltage 50/60mV 50mV

Battery cappacity 1-10000Ah 480Ah

Battery rated discharge time 1-50h 20h The discharge time at which the battery capacity is rated.

Battery peukert coefficient 1-1.50 1,21 For AGM: 1,1, for li-ion: 1

Battery CEF 50-100% 95% The charge efficiency factor of the battery

Autosync voltage 8-60V 27.15V This value must be equal to your battery charger’s float voltage - 0.2V

Autosync current 1-250A 12A Make sure this Function value is always greater than the minimum current at 
which the charger maintains the battery or stops charging

Autosync time 5-300s 60s This is the time the Auto-sync parameters must be met in order to consider the 
battery as fully charged

Battery discharge floor 0-100% 40% The reference point at which the battery needs to be recharged

Time remaining time span 10-3600s 30s Specifies the time window of the moving averaging filter

FOR EACH WARNING

Warning enabled 0-1 0 0: Disabled. 1: Enabled

Trigger on Depends on alarm type The value at which the alarm is turned on

Trigger off Depends on alarm type The value at which the alarm is turned off

Delay 0-3600s The time the value needs to be beyond a trigger value for the alarm to toggle

Minimal time on 0-3600s 0s The minimal time an alarm stays on independent of the current value (0: Disabled)

Maximal time on 0-3600s 0s The maximal time an alarm stays on independent of the current value (0: Disabled)

Front view WP-BMSS ProFront view Smart Shunt Pro

APPLICABLE STANDARDS AND EU DIRECTIVES EMC DIRECTIVE

EMC (2004/108/EC)

Emission: EN 55022 (Class A/B residential/light industrial use)

Immunity: EN 61000-6-2, marine suitable or better

Low Voltage Directive

LVD (2006/95/EC)

EN 60950: Safety of information technology equipment

STEP 7: Configuration
 For the WP-BMSS Pro to function properly it has to be configured. There 

are multiple methods: using the WhisperConnect Tool or by connecting 

directly to a computer.

 The WhisperConnect Tool is one software tool for monitoring, control-

ling and configuring your WhisperPower energy system. With this tool 

you have a visual interface with which you can easily configure the 

WP-BMSS Pro. For more information refer to the manual of the Whisper-

Connect Tool.

 Alternatively, the WP-BMSS Pro can also be configured by connecting 

directly to a computer using a USB cable. The computer detects the WP-

BMSS Pro as a mass storage device in which multiple files are stored. 

By editing these files the configuration can be made.

  

Below is a table with all the parameters which can be configured.

WHISPERCONNECT 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

What is WhisperConnect?
All devices that are suitable for WhisperConnect CAN bus are marked by 

the WhisperConnect symbol. WhisperConnect is a fully decentralized data 

network for communication between the different WhisperPower system 

devices. It is CAN-bus based which has proven itself as a reliable bus-

system in automotive applications.

WhisperConnect is used as power management system for all connected 

devices, such as the inverter, battery charger, generator and many more.  

 

This enables communication between the connected devices, for instance 

to start the generator when the batteries are low. WhisperConnect 

reduces complexity of electrical systems by using UTP patch cables. All 

system components are simply chained together. Therefore each device 

is equipped with two WhisperConnect CAN bus data ports. As only a few 

WhisperConnect cables are needed, installation and material costs are

reduced importantly. New devices can be added to the existing network 

easily. Consequently the WhisperConnect CAN bus network is highly 

flexible for extended system configuration. WhisperPower also offers 

several interfaces and gateways like the NMEA interface and WhisperCare 

gateway, making it possible to integrate WP-BMSS Pro into other systems 

and monitor the system remotely. 

CAUTION! 
Never connect a non-WhisperConnect device to the 

WhisperConnect network directly! This will void warranty of 

all WhisperConnect devices connected.

How to set up a WhisperConnect Network
Every WhisperConnect device is equipped with two data ports. When 

two or more devices are connected via these ports, a local data network 

call segment for the WhisperConnect CAN bus is formed. Keep the 

following rules in mind: Place a terminating device on both network ends. 

Connections between the devices are made by standard straight UTP patch 

cables.

For more information on setting up a WhisperConnect bus, refer to the 

installation manual of WhisperConnect.

For centralized monitoring and control of connected devices, WhisperPower 

offers a range of panels that show full status information of your system 

at a glance and all details at the pressing of a button. Each monitoring 

panel can be used for data monitoring, data control and configuration of 

connected equipment.

For automation of your system, WhisperConnect offers event driven 

actions. An event (e.g. low state-of-charge) forms the condition to be 

met for a device to perform a task (e.g. starting a generator to activate a 

charger).

5. SPECIFICATIONS

STEP 6: Powering up and initialize
 Once all cable connections are made, power can be applied to the 

system.

-  Ensure all connections are made properly by inspecting each point.

-  Clean up all tools and packaging materials

-  Re-apply power by fitting the main fuse and switch on all charging- and 

consumer equipment

-  Get access to a remote connected WhisperTouch panel.  

Add WP-BMSS Pro to the system once it is recognized. 

-  Be aware of power consumption of the alarm relays. Specified operating 

current is with relays in the off position. To preserve energy (thus battery 

charge), operate the alarm relays to be inactive for default conditions. 

In this respect, it may be of help to program a maximum on time for an 

alarm setting.
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